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Bruce Wilkinson Secrets Of The Vine
Dive deeper into the teachings of #1 New York Times bestseller The Prayer of Jabez with this extended study of how to cultivate a devoted prayer life. Bruce Wilkinson’s breakthrough teaching in The Prayer of Jabez captivated millions and continues to lead to changed lives around the world. This follow-up message discusses in greater detail the specific steps to take
in making this scriptural passage part of your prayer life. For each of the prayer’s four sections, Wilkinson explains important biblical distinctions, answers misconceptions about the prayer, offers practical steps to praying the prayer, and shows potential results in your life. New content, exciting Jabez-inspired stories, and enriched commentary from Dr. Wilkinson make
this a must-have for anyone who wants to live a world-changing life for God. Packed with practical guidance from a man who daily prays Jabez’s prayer—and has for more than thirty years—Beyond Jabez reveals how, with a sincere heart and a devoted prayer life, God can use you mightily for His purposes!
No matter what's making you feel anxious, God cares! Set your heart free as you are encouraged by God's truth and empowered by His love. Be uplifted as you read short devotions to quiet your mind, scripture to guide your thoughts, and prayers to help you convey your burdens to the Lord, who can handle them all. Burdens such as... staying safe navigating your
finances repairing relationships maintaining good health facing the future Are you ready to release your worries and receive God's infinite peace? This book will help you in your daily prayer time, enhancing your current experience and freeing you to fully embrace heavenly peace. Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom. 2 Corinthians 3:17
Explains the Biblical passages that describe how God rewards the faithful in heaven according to their good deeds in life.
The companion to Set Apart, this book contains thirty encouraging readings, from a variety of well-known Christian pastors and speakers such as Charles Swindoll and Max Lucado, that lead you towards the best life God has for you: the life of holiness. Are you bogged down in a spiritual swampland? Do you crave more in your life, but find that something hinders your
experience of deeper fellowship with Christ? Imagine what could happen if you blasted out fo the swamp! Think of the possibilities: joy, peace, and revitalized relationships with God and others! Dr. Bruce Wilkinson's 30 Days to Discovering Personal Victory Through Holiness is specifically crafted for the believer who's ready for changed. 30 Days incorporates the
wisdom of today's most influential Christian communicators to reveal priceless insights on the disciplines of purity, managaing anger, workaholism, telling the truth, overcoming sexual temptation, and more. Contributors include: • Max Lucado • Warren Wiersbe • Ron Blue • Howard Hendricks • Neil Anderson • Tony Evans • Erwin Lutzer • Randy Alcorn • and many more
Each day offers a breakthrough that can change your life. So go ahead—escape your spiritual swampland and experience the freedom and victory of "heart holiness"—today! Includes study questions after each chapter to apply its principles to your own life!
A Life God Rewards
Beyond Jabez
Secrets of the Vine for Teens
Devotions for Kids
Thirty Leading Christian Authors Share Their Insights
Secrets of the Vine For Kids Book

Break Through to Abundance with inspiring Bible teacher Bruce Wilkinson, author of the top two New York Times bestsellers The Prayer of Jabez and Secrets of the Vine.
In this practical guide, Bruce and Darlene Marie Wilkinson share with you the seven secrets for guiding your children to discover and pursue their Dreams. Are you a dream builder or a dream breaker? As a parent, you have the privilege of protectiing and nurturing the
unique God-given Dream in your child's heart. How do you raise a Dreamer, and what can you do to encourage him to pursue his Dream? Based on the international bestseller The Dream Giver, this practical guide will help you inspire and support your child on his journey.
Bruce and Darlene Marie Wilkinson share seven principles that will enable you to assist your child in discovering his Dream and seeing how it fits into God's Big Dream for the world. What could be more exciting than to see your child living his Dream? The world is
waiting—and so is the Dream Giver. Story Behind the Book In this series of specially focused books, the Wilkinsons take teaching to a new level by introducing a modern-day parable specific to each title; The Dream Giver for Parents, The Dream Giver for Couples, and The
Dream Giver for Teens. Each chapter with teaching and application is matched to the parable so that we understand God’s desire for us to pursue the dream he gave us.
Today's teenagers are learning to pray, and this tool is for them! The impact of The Prayer of Jabez has been phenomenal -- with reports of changed lives, expanded ministries, and massive spiritual breakthroughs among believers everywhere. Now teens can also receive
extravagant blessing as they discover, in peer-based stories, supporting scriptures, and interactive questions, how to pray the remarkable prayer of the obscure Bible hero in I Chronicles 4:10. Teens seeking God's best for their lives will respond to the challenge of
asking for blessing -- and being "blessable" before the Lord. Students, youth groups, and future church leaders will welcome The Prayer of Jabez for Teens. Includes group study leader's guide!
In this version of Bruce Wilkinson's best-selling Secrets of the VineTM, "tweens" learn how God cares for them and directs their growth in the same way a Vinedresser nurtures his vineyards. Secrets of the VineTM for Kids enables children to both comprehend and apply
Wilkinson's teaching of John 15 in their own lives.
A Life God Rewards Devotional
30 Days to Discovering Personal Victory through Holiness
Personal Holiness in Times of Temptation
How to Teach Almost Anything to Practically Anyone
Secrets of the Vine
A Life God Rewards for Teens
In this powerful follow-up to his bestseller The Prayer of Jabez, Dr. Bruce Wilkinson explores John 15 to show readers how to make maximum impact for God. Dr. Wilkinson demonstrates how Jesus is the Vine of life, discusses four levels of "fruit bearing" (doing the good work of God), and reveals three life-changing truths that will lead
readers to new joy and effectiveness in His kingdom. Secrets of the Vine opens readers' eyes to the Lord's hand in their lives and uncovers surprising insights that will point them toward a new path of consequence for God's glory.
A one-year devotional guiding readers through the entire Bible.
Dr. Bruce Wilkinson, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Prayer of Jabez and Secrets of the Vine, brings you two 50-card decks based on his phenomenally successful books.In The Prayer of Jabez Cards, one concise prayer from a little-known Bible passage distills God's powerful will for each individual's future and contains
the key to an extraordinary life.In the Secrets of the Vine Cards, Dr. Wilkinson shows you that as you progress on your journey, you'll realize why Jesus is the Vine of life. You'll also see that abundance -- the overflow of true worth in a person's life -- is exactly what you were born for.
This Bible study is a lot more exciting than getting a paycheck and benefits...and infinitely more important. After all, you're not planning for a lifetime -- you're investing in forever. And God wants it to be great for you! Through these four weeks of insightful group or individual study, Bible teacher and spiritual counselor Bruce
Wilkinson clarifies how the choices you're making today are going to affect the quality of your life in heaven. As you investigate key Scriptures and apply them to your own situation with this visual, interactive resource, you'll discover the most fulfilling life you've ever known.
Secrets of the Vine Bible Study
30 Days to Experiencing Spiritual Breakthroughs
The Prayer of Jabez and Secrets of the Vine
7 Keys to a Life of Predictable Miracles
Prayers for Freedom over Worry and Anxiety
Breaking Through to the Blessed Life
The night before he died, Jesus told his closest friends what they needed to know to experience a fulfilling, world-changing life. In Secrets of the Vine for Teens, Bruce Wilkinson's powerful teen-focused message passes on the truths Jesus communicated to his disciples: how God uses tough times to set you free from the sin that's keeping you from the best in life, how He gets your attention about priorities that need to change, and
how He invites you -- persistently and powerfully -- to experience Him. With real-life stories about teens, supporting scriptures, and interactive questions, Bruce Wilkinson reveals to young readers the pivotal secrets to the truly abundant life. Students, youth groups, and future church leaders will welcome this dramatic follow-up to The Prayer of Jabez for Teens.
It happens in almost every part of life. We wear down, burn out, and lose hope. While nothing is fail-safe, there are things you can do to halt the downward slide in your family. This book gives dynamic biblical solutions to people who are asking: - Why don't I have passion in my spiritual life? - Is it still possible to restore my marriage? - Can I raise my children to be "on fire" for God? - Where do I start? Bruce Wilkinson shows how, in
the midst of a society without morals, a passionate relationship with Jesus is possible -- not just a "mountaintop experience," but an everyday vibrant relationship. This popular book is newly released with an updated cover!
Includes 10 course workbooks, a leader's guide, a church poster and a church bulletin insert.
The phenomenal impact of The Prayer of Jabez is shown by reports of changed lives, expanded ministries, and spiritual breakthroughs among believers everywhere. Now women have their own unique version, shared by Bruce Wilkinson's lifetime partner in marriage, that is full of significance for women's roles and ministry opportunities in God's kingdom. A must-read for every woman, whether she is familiar with The Prayer of
Jabez or not, this book addresses important questions such as, How can a busy mom expand her territory without neglecting the most important territory she already has, her family? Darlene Marie Wilkinson's warm, personable approach reaches out to her reader, encouraging her to become like Jabez and experience the extraordinary life.
Secrets of the Vine Journal
Discovering Personal Victory Through Holiness
The Seven Laws of the Learner
Experiencing Spiritual Breakthroughs
Daily in His Presence
He Owns It. You Carry It. Suddenly, Everything Changes.

Those familiar with Bruce Wilkinson's breakthrough teaching on John 15 in the New York Times bestseller Secrets of the Vine have had their eyes opened to the work of God in and through their lives. In the Secrets of the Vine Devotional, the founder of Walk Thru the Bible Ministries takes readers even further towards making maximum impact for God. Daily readings,
inspiring quotes, practical suggestions, and problem-solving will empower them to bear more fruit as Christians. This indispensable guided mentoring experience is a personal, thirty-one-day spiritual resource to use on the joyful path of consequence for God's glory.
Teach to Learn You teach to make a difference. Now, revitalize your classroom by learning and mastering these seven time-tested principles being taught around the world! Written for teachers, including Sunday school teachers, parents, and professionals, this book outlines scriptural principles and techniques that will revolutionize your ability to teach to change lives.
From the “law of the learner” to the “law of equipping,” each chapter presents hands-on, practical tools for you to employ in your own classroom. Make a Difference Students learn best when teachers teach best! So how can you do your part? Employ the seven laws of the learner and unleash your students’ capabilities. You’ll discover how to: Help students reach their
full potential Effect lasting life change Rekindle your flame for teaching Create an excitement for learning Transform apathetic students Whether you’re a professional teacher, a parent, or teach in any setting, these principles and techniques will empower you to make a lasting impact in people’s lives. Thousands of teachers have already used these principles to spur
their students to new horizons of success. “For some time I have said to myself, ‘Much of what I am doing in the classroom is a waste of time. I can’t continue this career unless I can make a more significant contribution in the lives of my students.’ The Seven Laws of the Learner was the answer to my need.” Seminary professor Portland , Oregon “For years I filled my
students with content. But since learning the seven laws, my life and teaching have not been the same. Now teaching for life change and revival are becoming second nature.” Businessman, adult Sunday school teacher Orange , California Story Behind the Book Bruce Wilkinson had received thousands of requests for a book about how people learn. Having taught
teachers all over the world, he developed the Seven Laws as the basis of his teaching workshops. In 1991 he sat down to put this content into book form. Published originally as a partnership between Multnomah Publishers and Walk Thru the Bible Ministries, this book is a companion to the workbook titled Almost Every Answer for Practically Every Teacher.
His New York Times phenomenon The Prayer of Jabez changed how millions pray. Now Bruce Wilkinson wants to change what they do next. Anyone can do a good deed, but some good works can only happen by an act of God. Around the world these acts are called miracles–not that even religious people expect to see one any time soon. But what would happen if
millions of ordinary people walked out each morning expecting God to deliver a miracle through them to a person in need? You Were Born for This starts with the dramatic premise that everyone at all times is in need of a miracle, and that God is ready to meet those needs supernaturally through ordinary people who are willing to learn the "protocol of heaven." In the
straightforward, story-driven, highly motivating style for which he is known, Wilkinson describes how anyone can be a 'Delivery Guy' from heaven in such universally significant arenas of life as finances, practical help, relationships, purpose and spiritual growth. You Were Born for This will change how you see your world and show you what you can expect God to do
through you to meet real needs. You will master seven simple tools of service, and come to say with confidence, "I want to deliver a supernatural gift from God to someone in need today–and I expect to!" From the Hardcover edition.
Includes one course workbook, one leader's guide and a church poster and a church bulletin insert.
The Prayer of Jabez for Teens
Following Your God-Given Destiny
365 Daily Devotionals to Read Through the Bible in a Year
The Prayer of Jabez for Women
The God Pocket
The Dream Giver
As young adults encounter Wilkinson's life-changing teachings on the relationship of now to the afterlife, they will find out what they can do to change things for all eternity. Wilkinson presents true stories of teens supported by scriptures and interactive questions.
In this little book based on John 15, Wilkinson explains Jesus's vineyard analogy and his plan to bring every one of his followers to a place of genuine spiritual abundance. Discover how Jesus responds to women's cry for transformation, a rich spiritual harvest, and deeper intimacy with him. (Practical Life)
In the Secrets of the Vine Bible Study, Bruce Wilkinson shows groups or individual readers how the three Secrets of the Vine introduced in the bestselling book are supported throughout Scripture, applying sound biblical insight to help them move toward making maximum impact for God. This Bible study provides a personal encounter with the life-changing teaching of Jesus in John 15, an inspiring look at God's
intervention in His children's lives from Bible times to the present, a practical approach to a meaningful relationship with Him, and a visual and interactive learning tool for individual or group use.
In this book, you're going to discover that God's son Jesus revealed a direct link between what you do today and what you will experience after you die. Astoundingly, the majority of spiritual seekers around the world -- including millions who follow Jesus -- seem to have missed what He said. Could you be one? If so, your picture of the future is missing about a billion stars. Author Bruce Wilkinson shows you what Jesus
said about God's plan to reward you in eternity for what you do for Him today. What you'll discover will unlock the mystery of God's power, plan and will for your life. And you'll begin to live with the unshakable certainty that what you do today matters ... forever!
Bible Study
The Dream Giver for Parents
My 100 Best-Loved Bible Stories
Finding Peace by Forgiving Others... and Yourself
Secrets of the Vine Devotional
Set Apart

Bestselling author Bruce Wilkinson shows how to identify and overcome the obstacles that keep millions from living the life they were created for. He begins with a compelling modern-day parable about Ordinary, who dares to leave the Land of Familiar to pursue his Big Dream. With the help of the Dream Giver, Ordinary begins the hardest and most rewarding journey of his
life. Wilkinson gives readers practical, biblical keys to fulfilling their own dream, revealing that there's no limit to what God can accomplish when we choose to pursue the dreams He gives us for His honor. Are you living your dream— or just living your life? Welcome to a little story about a very big idea. This compelling modern-day parable tells the story of Ordinary, who
dares to leave the Land of Familiar to pursue his Big Dream. You, too, have been given a Big Dream. One that can change your life. One that the Dream Giver wants you to achieve. Does your Big Dream seem hopelessly out of reach? Are you waiting for something or someone to make your dream happen? Then you’re ready for The Dream Giver. Let Bruce Wilkinson show
you how to rise above the ordinary, conquer your fears, and overcome the obstacles that keep you from living your Big Dream. You were made for this. Now it’s time to begin your journey.
In this extraordinary storybook, Wilkinson retells his favorite Bible storiesfor little ones.
Revive Your Spirit Does the abundant Christian life you’re “supposed” to have feel more like a chore than reality? Impoverished and stale, is your spirit crying out for recharging? One of the most powerful voices of the past two hundred years, Andrew Murray wrote extensively about this age-old struggle. This treasury of 365 gems of biblical wisdom is presented here in
contemporary English by best-selling author Bruce Wilkinson. Each day will lead you deeper into God’s presence. Your spirit is yearning for it. Don’t delay. Let these timeless secrets of a more meaningful spiritual life invigorate your soul.
Mirroring the adult version of Secrets of the Vine Devotional, these engaging daily devotions help "tweens" apply Bruce Wilkinson's teaching of John 15 in personal faith and life issues. This oversized, 30-day devotional includes spaces to record progress, problems, and prayers. Parents and kids will enjoy sharing their devotional time was the adult and kid devotionals
correspond daily with the same topics.
The Exponential Leadership System
Secrets of the Vine Leader's Guide
The Prayer of Jabez Bible Study
The Secrets Of the Vine
Thirty Top Christian Authors Share Their Insights
Breaking Through to Abundance
Those who have read A Life God Rewards have discovered there's an infinitely richer approach to life -- an awareness that the smallest actions of every day have an eternal impact. Bruce Wilkinson has written this personal devotional for those who are eager to reach for God's amazing and generous best for their lives -- starting today! With thirty-one days of inspiring readings, true stories, thought-provoking questions, practical suggestions, classic quotes, and
Scriptures, every day becomes a meaningful investment in eternity.
The Prayer of Jabez Bible Study reveals how to make praying the Jabez prayer a lifetime habit. Readers will broaden their understanding of the four components of the Jabez prayer ("bless me; enlarge my borders; keep Your hand upon me; keep me from evil") by investigating key scriptural passages and learning how to apply them to their lives. Graphics and lighthearted illustrations make this innovative, four-week study impactful and fun. An eighty-page
Leader's Edition with two additional, optional sessions is also available.
This 8 part study series with Bruce Wilkinson takes you through the stages of the Dream Journey to help you discover your Big Dream.
In this timely book, Bruce Wilkinson, president of Walk Thru the Bible Ministries, helps you mine the riches of the Bible to gain a true understanding of personal holiness and temptation. Book jacket.
Expanding Your Borders
The Vision of the Leader
You Were Born for This
Why Everything You Do Today Matters Forever
Your Daily Walk
The Freedom Factor

A guide for men explains how living a holy life can be an exciting experience, introducing readers to three stages of holiness while sharing advice on how to overcome personal challenges.
This thirty-day tool for spiritual growth presents practical articles -- written by some of the nation's best-known Christian authors -- that show readers how to experience breakthroughs in their Christian lives, marriages, families, and walks with God. Their contributions, a combination of helpful insights from the Bible and personal experience, will
revitalize anyone looking for life-transforming change. The book also serves as a resource guide for Dr. Bruce Wilkinson's Experiencing Spiritual Breakthroughs, based on the internationally renowned Three Chairs series. Newly revised and updated!
God made your heart for love, joy, peace, and wholeness. But pastors say that more than 90% of their congregations struggle with unforgiveness - and unforgiveness can make us forget what we were made for. What if the most pervasive sin of our day is invisible, hidden deep inside our hearts? What if it affects every aspect of our lives and
relationships so quietly and insidiously that most of us miss it altogether? Bruce Wilkinson believes unforgiveness is that sin. Through the teachings of Jesus, The Freedom Factor reveals the link between our suffering and our unforgiveness. But it also shows how to forgive - for real and forever. The story doesn't have to end with the pain of our
wounds. Whatever happened to us happened. But the God who made your heart has shown a way past the wounds, back to the life and love that we were made for - a path toward freedom.
Marvel at God's hand on your own life! Record your personal journey in this companion to Bruce Wilkinson's New York Times bestseller, Secrets of the Vine.
Secrets of the Vine for Women
Vision of the Leader
The DreamGiver
A Classic Devotional from One of the Most Powerful Voices of the Nineteenth Century
The author of The Prayer of Jabez presents a powerful vision of how individuals partner with God to provide a financial miracle for someone in need.
Dr. Bruce Wilkinson explores John 15 to show readers how to make maximum impact for God. Dr. Wilkinson demonstrates how Jesus is the Vine of life, discusses four levels of "fruit bearing" (doing the good work of God), and reveals three life-changing truths that will lead readers to new joy and effectiveness in His kingdom.
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